In Internet of Things (IoT), numerous nodes produce huge volumes of data that are subject of various processing tasks. Tasks execution on top of the collected data can be realized either at the edge of the network or at the Fog/Cloud. Their management at the network edge may limit the required time for concluding responses and return the final outcome/analytics to endusers or applications. IoT nodes, due to their limited computational and resource capabilities, can execute a limited number of tasks over the collected contextual data. A challenging decision is related to which tasks IoT nodes should execute locally. Each node should carefully select such tasks to maximize the performance based on the current contextual information, e.g., tasks' characteristics, nodes' load and energy capacity. In this paper, we propose an intelligent decision making scheme for selecting the tasks that will be locally executed. The remaining tasks will be transferred to peer nodes in the network or the Fog/Cloud. Our focus is to limit the time required for initiating the execution of each task by introducing a two-step decision process. The first step is to decide whether a task can be executed locally; if not, the second step involves the sophisticated selection of the most appropriate peer to allocate it. When, in the entire network, no node is capable of executing the task, it is, then, sent to the Fog/Cloud facing the maximum latency. We comprehensively evaluate the proposed scheme demonstrating its applicability and optimality at the network edge.
Introduction
management of the incoming tasks. 214 The following list summarizes the contributions of our paper: 215 • we provide a distributed, 'multivariate' decision making mechanism for 216 the optimal allocation of tasks; 217 • our model 'reasons' over the status and the data present in each au-218 tonomous node; 219 • our mechanism does not require the migration of data to become the 220 subject of tasks' execution, thus, we avoid the redundant communica- We consider a set of IoT nodes, i.e., N = n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n |N | responsi-229 ble to 'observe' their environment and collect contextual data. On top of 230 the collected data, nodes can execute a set of (simple) processing tasks. A 231 task stream T i reported to node n i is defined by a series of ordered tuples 232 t, T it , C it , where t is the time-stamp of the task T it and C it is the set of 233 constraints for T it . The processing of each task corresponds to a result that 234 is delivered to end users or applications. We consider that every task is ac-235 companied by a set of constraints C = c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c |C| . For instance, let 236 C = {latency, lif etime} be the set of constraints and C it = {2.0, 15} is their 237 realization reported for T it at some time instance t. When no constraints are 238 present, then C it = ∅. Among the characteristics/constraints of a task, in 239 this paper, we focus on its priority and complexity. Such parameters depict 240 two significant aspects of a task execution process, i.e., an indication of the 241 immediate initiation of its execution (priority) and the time and resources 242 required for the execution (complexity). 243 Constraints can be in any form, however, a methodology that matches 244 them to nodes' characteristics is necessary. We could consider constraints 245 related to libraries that should be adopted by nodes when executing a task, 246 we could involve intervals or non-linear relations and match them with the 247 specific characteristics of each node. Constraints can be incorporated in an 248 'aggregation' function that will result a subset of them that will be taken 249 into consideration in the final processing. An aggregation function could in- 250 corporate the strategy that we want to adopt when deciding to execute each 251 incoming task. For instance, the involvement of specific libraries or non-252 linear relations between constraints may increase the execution complexity 253 of a task with specific consequences in the decision making. The aforemen-254 tioned approach is part of our future research plans. In Figure 1 , we show 255 an example environment with |N | = 4 nodes. After the reception of task 256 through T i , n i should decide if it should execute it locally or transfer it to its 257 peers/Fog/Cloud. Specifically, n i should sequentially decide on the following 258 actions: Action 1. Execute T it locally; Action 2. Send T it for execution 259 to one of the peers present in the same local network; Action 3. Send T it 260 to be executed in the Fog/Cloud. Actually, these actions could be seen as 261 the result of two sequential decisions, i.e, D1. Decide if n i can execute T it ; 262 D2. If not, decide if there is a peer node to 'host' T it . Actions 2 and 3 are 263 examined conditioned to the decision for Action 1. Locally, n i after the reception of T it , it concludes, based on its current sta-265 tus and T it 's requirements a Task Requirements Tuple (TRT) i.e., l t , r t , z t , b t ,
266
where l t is the current load, r t is the remaining resources, z t is the priority of 267 the task and b t is the complexity of the task; l t , r t , z t , b t ∈ [0, 1]. In this paper, 268 we rely on the priority and complexity of a task a representative character-269 istics/constraints for indicating the time and resources requirements that 270 should be met when allocating tasks to the available nodes. Without loss of 271 generality, we consider that l t and r t represent, with real values, the current 272 load and the resources left for tasks execution, respectively. Both can be 273 delivered by specific processes (their presentation is beyond the scope of the 274 current paper). z t can be also depicted in the interval [0, 1] by dividing it into 275 equal sub-intervals. For instance, if we want to incorporate four priorities, the first could be depicted by the value 0.25, the second by the value 0.50 277 and so on. In addition, b t represents the complexity of each task related to 278 the required calculations to conclude the final result. b t is 'profiled' in each 279 task and its calculation is beyond the scope of the current work. However, we 280 could also separate the interval [0, 1] into equal sub-intervals as in the z t case.
281
For instance, if we focus on the following complexities, nlogn, n 2 , 2 n , the first 282 could be depicted by 0.33, the second by 0.66 and the third by 1.00. In 283 this approach, the available complexities should be sorted in an 'increasing' 284 order.
285
The discussed nodes form a graph G = (N , E) where E is the set of edges 286 connecting the nodes. Each connecting edge e ij ∈ E defines the communi-287 cation channel between nodes n i and n j and is characterized by a communi-288 cation cost κ ij ∈ R + . At pre-defined intervals, nodes exchange information 289 about their status including their load and remaining resources to support 290 the distributed decision making process. The discussed message is in the form 291 l j , r j , τ j where the index j refers to the jth node. τ j is defined through the 292 calculation of the number of tasks successfully concluded in a time interval 293 (i.e., the throughput of the node). The message is processed locally to create 294 a tuple for each peer. Initially, n i checks if T it can be executed locally, thus, 295 the communication cost is κ ii = 0 and the time for starting the execution is 296 limited (decision D1 -Action 1). The first decision is made using the TRT 297 which represents the context of n i and the requirements of the task. If the 298 decision is negative, n i checks if T it can be executed by its neighborhood 299 N \ {n i }. The second decision is based on the tuples l j , r j , τ j , κ ij as derived 300 by the reported messages. In such case, the cost for starting the execution is 301 analogous to the κ ij . It should be noted that κ ij is dynamically adapted to 302 the network conditions. When nodes exchange their statuses at pre-defined 303 intervals, they also conclude the cost κ ij with the 'assistance' of the afore-304 mentioned messages maintaining the calculated historical values for future 305 use. The second decision is based on the distance between the task char-306 acteristics and the status of each node accompanied by the communication etc. Nodes are characterized by specific resources and can stored limited 314 amounts of data (usually, a window of the collected measurements) for per-315 forming a simple processing. The area covered by the forest, is separated into 316 a number of sub-areas, thus, a set of nodes may observe the same sub-area.
317
In the back end system placed at the Cloud, there is the opportunity for end 318 users to define their queries and get information about the current status of 319 the forest. These queries may be separated into a number of sub-queries, 320 i.e., tasks that should be responded by the available nodes. When a query 321 is fired, its sub-queries are reported to a node that should respond as soon 322 as possible. For instance, the node can be instructed to report the average 323 measurements for a time interval or to apply regression models and so on.
324
Every node after the reception of each task checks its resources, its load as 325 well as task's characteristics and decide if it will be executed locally. If not, 326 the node selects the most appropriate peer (a node located in the same sub-327 area) to allocate the task for execution. Otherwise, the node sends the task 328 to an application performing mathematical calculations placed in the Cloud 329 and wait for the final response facing increased latency that will affect the 330 final response time.
331
As mentioned, at pre-defined intervals, nodes exchange their load, re-332 maining resources and speed to provide a view on their status to peer nodes.
333
These intervals should not be low as the network will be flooded by the per-334 formance messages affecting the communication cost κ, however, they should 335 not be high as nodes will not have an 'fresh' view on the performance of their 336 peers. In any case, in the time between the intervals possible changes may 337 happen in the performance of nodes; it consists of a stochastic process, thus, 338 nodes cannot have a view on the completion time of each task that may vary.
339
Furthermore, for eliminating the completion time we can increase/enhance 340 nodes' characteristics/resources, however, this is very difficult to happen in 341 a 'working' network. Let x is the time observed to get a response for a task. 342 We also get z as the waiting time for a task to be executed and q as the we are able to estimate q either a task is executed locally or in a peer or 347 in Fog/Cloud. Then, x heavily depends on z. There are two approaches 348 that may be adopted in our scenario. The decision for the local execution 349 is made on top of (i) q or (ii) z. When the decision is based on q, we try 350 to minimize the time for starting and executing future tasks, i.e., this is a 351 type of a priority scheme. In this scheme, the task with the lowest q has the 352 highest priority and it will be executed first. Such an approach is typical 353 in operating systems for the management of processes [42] . However, it is 354 known that priority schemes suffer from starvation, i.e., indefinite blocking 355 of tasks that exhibit high completion time. When the decision for a task 356 execution is made based on z, we have the following choices: (i) execute it 357 locally with z being the time for which the task will wait in the local execu- The proposed decision making mechanism is a function where T it will be transferred for execution; possible actions {a 2 = n selected , a 3 = ∅}.
381
If no peer is appropriate for executing T it , send T it to the upper layer 382 (Fog/Cloud); action {a 3 = ∅}.
383
Proposition 1. Function g concludes the one-step optimal execution of 384 T it w.r.t. actions a 1 , a 2 , a 3 based on T RT t and context vectors l j , r j , τ j , κ ij .
385
should be optimal for the remaining problem (initially, we select between 388 three actions, next, we select between two actions). Actually, g applies the 389 one-step optimality process. As the time and remaining resources are the crit-390 ical parameters, g, initially, examines the possibility of executing T it locally 391 taking into consideration the parameters l t , r t , z t , b t and communication cost 392 κ ii = 0. The local execution of T it secures that the time required for starting 393 T it is limited. In addition, the decision is made taking into consideration the 394 load and remaining resources. Hence, if the node has enough resources to 395 conclude on T it will decide the local execution. On top of these parameters, 396 it derives the optimal result which is one of: {n i , N \ {n i }}. When, the deci-397 sion {N \ {n i }} is made, g examines the execution of T it in the neighboring 398 nodes to (again) limit the starting time. In this case, there will be a com-399 munication/transfer cost in terms of time and resources. However, g derives 400 the result which will be one of the following: {n selected ∈ N \ {n i }, ∅}. The 401 decision is optimal in terms of time and resources as the execution of T it in 402 n selected ∈ N \ {n i } is concluded based on the T it and n selected characteristics. 403 g applies a utility maximization decision making for optimally deciding the 404 appropriate action. When {∅} is the final decision, T it will be transferred 405 to the Fog/Cloud which is, again, the optimal decision as no node in the 406 group can efficiently execute T it based on the set of realized constraints and 407 task's/nodes' characteristics. 
The Task Allocation Scheme

409
Every node should apply the proposed scheme in a number of tasks arriv-410 ing through streams. For the realization of the proposed scheme, we rely on 411 techniques that take into consideration the combination of the available con-412 textual data (the aforementioned tuples) before finalizing the outcome. The the Decision 2, we adopt the principles of utility theory [17] . Our previous 417 work presented in [24] deals with the same problem as our current effort, 418 however, it solves it through the adoption of a capacity model. In [24] , we 419 propose a scheme for selecting the most significant tasks to be executed at 420 the edge providing a model for defining the significance level of a task and 421 taking into consideration the energy constraints of nodes. Usually, capac-422 ity schemes suffer from the conversion process into the mathematical model.
423
In addition, it is difficult to 'aggregate' multiple parameters into the same 424 model and get the final result in a reasonable time (it depends on the num-425 ber of parameters). Our current effort 'sees' the problem as a process that 426 classifies a task into two classes, i.e., the local execution or the transfer to The local decision making depends on a training dataset and a kNN Clas-436 sifier (kNNC). We select such a technique, as kNNCs exhibit ease interpre-437 tation, low calculation time and acceptable predictive power when compared 438 with other techniques, e.g., logistic regression, random forests. In addition, a function of the utilities of each attribute taken singly [17] . Our approach focuses on the selection of the most desirable alternatives among many different 483 alternatives. In theory, many functions can be adopted for the calculation 484 of individual utilities. For instance, we could rely on additive, multiplica-485 tive or multi-linear functions. However, as studied in [23] , for four or more 486 attributes, the reasonable models are the additive and the multiplicative 487 schemes. In our case, we adopt both of them and provide two rankings of 488 the available peers. Afterwards, we aggregate the two ranked lists and select 489 the node present in the first place of the final aggregated list. If no node in 490 the final list exhibits an aggregated result above a pre-defined threshold, the 491 task will be allocated for execution in the Fog/Cloud. The above described 492 process is fired for every T it for which the action a 2 is decided.
493
As mentioned, in n i , there is available information for the status of peers, 494 i.e., l, r, τ, κ . Our model can be easily extended to involve more attributes.
495
For some attributes, we desire to enjoy a low value close to 0 to gain high 496 utility (e.g., l, κ) while for others, we aim at high values close to unity to gain 497 high utility (e.g., r, τ ). The former attributes are called non-proportional, instance, we can follow more 'strict' strategies where the utility abruptly falls 504 to zero when an attribute exceeds a threshold or be more relaxed concerning 505 that the tendency is smoother than in the previous example. to calculate the most appropriate weights. Some of these models are the where only two outcomes are possible (e.g., local execution of a task or not)
can be modeled as a Bernoulli trial [49] .
556
Proposition 2. The expected number of tasks arriving at n i is λ |N | .
557
Proof: We consider that |T | tasks arrive in G with a rate λ in a time where p is the probability of having the mth neighbor at the correct class 579 (i.e., the tuple indicating local execution -class n i . Under the assumption 580 that variables/dimensions follow the Gaussian distribution, the probability 581 of having the T RT t 'generated' by the n i is P (n i |T RT t ). Based on the Bayes 582 theorem, we get:
. However, P (n i ) = 1 |N | . In ad- Lemma 2. The short term expected load for each node in the network 596 when the Gaussian distribution is assumed is Proof: The short term expected load of a node is the sum of the expected 600 number of tasks multiplied with the probability of locally executing a task.
601
From the Proposition 1, we have that the expected number of tasks that will 602 be reported to n i is λ |N | . For any Binomial distribution, the expected value 603 is derived by: For providing a complete analysis of the problem, we also focus on the 609 adoption of the Uniform distribution to depict the value of each attribute.
610
Lemma 3. The probability of locally executing T it when the Uniform 611 distribution is adopted is p
Proof: For calculating p, we follow the same approach as in Lemma 1.
613
However, the probability density function is constant in the Uniform distri-614 bution case. Through the same calculations as in Lemma 1, we get the final 615 equation as presented by the current Lemma.
616
Based on the probability indicated by Lemma 3, we can easily calculate 617 the short term expected load E(l) when the Uniform distribution is adopted.
618
Lemma 4. The short term expected load for each node in the network 619 when the Uniform distribution is adopted is E
Proof: For proving the Lemma, we adopt the same approach as in Lemma
, ω ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Ω}.
668
From those tasks, the number of the locally executed will be 
Based on Lemmas 2 and 5, we can easily calculate the final long term load to locally execute a task like a low humidity may support the indica-746 tion of a fire), the temperature to r (we target to high resources availability 747 like a high temperature may support the indication of a fire) and the wind 748 to b. Each tuple in the training dataset (either the synthetic or the real) 749 is related to l, r, z, b . The training dataset, provides various combinations 750 of the aforementioned parameters accompanied by the appropriate decision 751 (i.e., the corresponding action). When the tuple is classified as 1, it means 752 that the corresponding task should be executed locally (action a 1 ) while a 753 classification value 0 indicates the decision of transferring the task to the 754 group or Fog/Cloud (actions a 2 and a 3 ). In the real dataset, we add the class 1 when the temperature, the humidity, the wind and the rain indicate a fire; otherwise, we add the class 0. We also present experimental results for the performance of our model concerning the expected load of each node.
We perform the evaluation of our scheme for |N | = {10, 50, 100, 1000}. We 759 study how |N | affects the results. In addition, we consider four (4) experi- is limited. This is more intense when |N | → 1, 000, thus, tasks are offloaded to peer nodes instead of being kept locally. This could lead to a situation 834 where nodes could execute tasks reported to other nodes instead of keeping 835 'their' tasks. This is natural as nodes want to offload the incoming tasks and 836 keep only tasks that are important to be locally executed as indicated by 837 the adopted classifier. However, such an approach may lead to an exchange 838 of tasks in the long term, thus, tasks will be continuously circulated in the 839 network.
840
The performance of the proposed model for various Y realizations, is de-841 picted in Figure 7 . These results are similar as in the previous experimental 842 scenarios, i.e., the adoption of the Uniform distribution leads to a high E(l).
843
In addition, our results exhibit that when Y ≤ 10, fluctuations in the ex- where the Gaussian distribution is adopted. The reason is that in the Uni-857 form distribution scenario, the load is not gathered around the mean but it 858 is produced in the entire interval in consecutive decision rounds.
859
In Figure 8 , we plot the nodes' expected load vs the rate λ and |N |. In 860 this set of simulations, we experiment with p ∈ {0.2, 0.8}. When p = 0.2, 861 each node will locally execute the 20% of the incoming tasks while p = 0.8 862 indicates that nodes will locally execute the 80% of the incoming tasks. The 863 expected load 'follows' the probability p, i.e., a low p leads to a low expected 864 load. This is natural, however, it is interesting to observe that, no matter 865 p, when the number of nodes is high, the expected load for each node will 866 be minimized. These outcomes confirm our expectations for the load of the 867 nodes when tasks arrive at high rates.
868
In Figure 9 , we present our results for the long term expected for each 869 node. In this set of experiments, we consider that the success probability 870 for peers is around 0.5. We observe that the expected load, in the lifetime characteristics while the load of each node remains at low levels. However, as 878 already mentioned, we should take into consideration the burden for trans-879 ferring tasks in the network compared to the latency that we will enjoy if 880 tasks should be allocated to the Fog/Cloud. In addition, these results depict 881 the load for receiving tasks in a time unit (e.g., second, hour, day, week), i.e.,
882
an 'execution era'. This means that we can easily support multiple groups 883 of tasks, thus, multiple 'execution eras' as the load will be also limited.
884
In our simulations, the kNNC exhibits high performance as it results 885 = 1.0. This means that no false positive events are identified, thus, the 886 corresponding tasks are correctly transferred to the network. In addition, we 887 observe ζ = 0.97 which means that false negatives events are also limited. For 888 the remaining metrics, we get φ = 0.98 and ψ = 0.98. These results expose 889 the accuracy of our model in the identification of the tasks that should be 890 locally executed.
891
We also evaluate our scheme in the peer selection process. We want to 892 identify if the characteristics of the selected peer are those that facilitate the 893 execution of the allocated task. For this, we deliver the mean values for each 894 parameter calculated over a high number of experiments. In Fig. 10 , we 895 present our results for l and for each experimental scenario. We observe that 896 the lowest load is achieved in Scenario B. In this scenario, the weight of the 897 utility for load is the highest among the available weights, thus, the proposed 898 scheme naturally pays more attention on the load of the peer where every 899 task will be allocated. Recall that weights are adopted in the calculation of 900 the utility in the additive utility function. We also observe that the higher the 901 number of nodes, the lower the load of the selected peer becomes confirming manages to find the appropriate peers when a task should be allocated in the 909 network.
910
In Fig. 11 , we present our results concerning the available resources r 911 in the selected peer. In the majority of the results r is above 0.5 while 912 the increased number of nodes assists in the increment of the final outcome.
913
The highest mean r is observed in Scenarios B and C when |N | = 1, 000.
914
Our outcomes indicate that the selected nodes are characterized by a high 915 availability of resources that can be devoted to the execution of the allocated 916 tasks. In Fig. 12 , we observe our results concerning τ . We get the highest 917 outcome in Scenario A when |N | = 100. In general, the discussed results are 918 judged as efficient due to that τ is close or over 0.6 for the majority of the 919 cases. Our experimental evaluation for κ is presented in Fig. 13 . We observe 920 that the lowest value is related to Scenario D where we assign the highest 921 weight for κ. Outcomes show that the increased weight and the increased 922 number of nodes assist our scheme to select a peer with a low communication 923 cost. One can observe that, in the majority of the experimental scenarios, κ 924 is below 0.4 while it is approaching 0.2 when |N | → 1, 000. The high number 925 of nodes present in the network gives more opportunities to find the lowest 926 possible communication cost, thus, it minimizes the communication overhead 927 of the network. This way, we can limit the resources and the time required 928 to allocate tasks and get the final response.
929
We devote a set of experiments to reveal the allocation of the 'rejected' 930 tasks to the appropriate peer. We focus on the multi-attribute optimality, 931 meaning that the proposed scheme takes into consideration all the parameters 932 at the same time. In Table 2 , we present our results for the Scenarios A and Table 3 ).
945
These outcomes support the observation that our model can be adopted to 946 select peers exhibiting the best possible characteristics under the perspective 947 of having a multi-attribute decision making. 
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0.420 -0.125 -0.123 -0.112 0.270 -0.036 -0.016 -0.120 50 0.350 -0.120 0.060 -0.220 0.310 -0.220 -0.150 0.004 100 0.380 -0.090 -0.200 -0.106 0.290 0.090 -0.230 -0.080 1,000 0.310 -0.020 -0.040 -0.030 0.290 -0.059 -0.096 -0.370 We also perform a set of experiments adopting the real dataset. Our 949 results deliver = 0.81, ζ = 0.49, ψ = 0.67, and φ = 0.61. We observe 950 that, compared to the synthetic trace, there is an increased number of false 951 positives and false negatives. A number of positive events (i.e., the local execution of a task) is not identified, thus, the corresponding tasks are transferred to peers. From the 517 tasks, 163 are locally executed while 354 are 954 transferred to peer nodes. The interesting is that no task is transferred to 955 be executed in Fog/Cloud. 956 We report on the optimality results for the real dataset. Tables 4 and 5 957 present our outcomes for Scenario A, Scenario B, Scenario C and Scenario 958 D, respectively. In general, the load of the selected nodes is lower than in the 959 experiments realized with the synthetic trace. The proposed model manages 960 to select nodes that their characteristics are close or lower than the best 961 possible node selection. The interesting is that in this set of experiments, 962 the number of the nodes present in the network affects our results. One can 963 observe an increment for l or κ as |N | → 1, 000. For Scenario A, the real trace 964 exhibits the best performance for l and κ while for the remaining metrics the 965 best performance is achieved through the adoption of the synthetic trace.
966
For Scenario B, we observe similar performance in both cases with some 967 fluctuations in the results. For Scenario C, the adoption of the real dataset 968 leads to the best performance for l while the adoption of the synthetic trace 969 leads to the best performance for κ. Similar performance is observed for r 970 and τ . Finally, for Scenario D, the synthetic trace leads to the best results 971 for τ while for the remaining metrics we observe a similar behavior. 
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0.205 -0.055 0.091 -0.055 0.174 0.009 0.107 -0.009 50 0.264 0.004 0.043 -0.004 0.209 0.080 -0.065 -0.080 100 0.264 -0.082 -0.088 0.082 0.261 0.020 -0.053 -0.020 1,000 0.287 -0.310 0.004 0.310 0.293 -0.296 0.010 0.296 We compare the performance of our model (i.e., the 'Model') with the 973 scheme presented in [3] . In [3] , the authors propose a task scheduling algo-974 rithm (ETSI) for IoT that is based on a heuristic to finalize the allocations 975 of tasks to the available nodes. The algorithm adopts a node state analyzer 976 that delivers the final outcome based on the remaining energy, the distance 977 from the edge of the network and the number of neighbors. The edge gate-978 way calculates the rank of each node and decides on the final allocation for 979 each task. Actually, the node with the lowest ranking is selected for the 980 final allocation. In Tables 6, and 7, we present our results for Scenario A, 981 Scenario B, Scenario C and Scenario D, respectively. As the experimental 982 results presented in [3] focus on the network lifetime and load, in our results, 983 we consider the outcomes for l B and r B . We observe that the Model out-984 performs the ETSI for all the experimental scenarios. There is a significant 985 difference in the load of the selected node where tasks will be allocated. The 986 reason is that ETSI mainly takes into consideration the energy issues and the 987 distance of nodes from the gateway without paying significant attention on 988 the load. However, the increased load may negatively affect the energy re-989 sources especially when the allocated tasks are characterized by an increased 990 complexity. r B 100 0.264 -0.082 0.490 0.058 0.261 0.020 0.540 0.017 1,000 0.287 -0.310 0.701 -0.057 0.293 -0.296 0.687 -0.042 
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